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Vienna/Austria, 22nd July 2020 Press Release 

French Overseas territories upgrade aviation message handling with 

FREQUENTIS Comsoft technology 

French air navigation services, DSNA (in French, Direction des Services de la Navigation 

Aérienne) has selected an aeronautical message handling system (AMHS) from Frequentis 

Comsoft to enhance its airspace communication capability and fully support the ICAO basic and 

extended AMHS service profiles. 

Frequentis Comsoft’s Aeronautical Integrated Data Exchange Agent – Next Generation (AIDA-NG) was 

designed in close cooperation with leading air navigation service providers (ANSPs). It is a unified 

message handling switch enabling the exchange of AFTN, Common ICAO Data Interchange Network 

(CIDIN), and AMHS messages, based on European ATM Communication Gateway (ECG) software.  

DSNA provides air navigation services through seven area control centers (ACCs), five in mainland 

France and two overseas, in French Polynesia and in French Guiana. The overseas locations of New 

Caledonia, French Guiana, Martinique, Guadeloupe, and La Réunion, have been equipped with a 

redundant AIDA-NG and CADAS-ATS air traffic services solution. French Polynesia Tahiti will follow. 

AIDA-NG systems have been tested and qualified to switch more than 900 messages per second 

continuously and is already prepared for all future aeronautical messaging environments. High 

message loads do not affect the exceptional response time of the management interface. Overload 

situations are prevented by extensive flow control mechanisms. New Caledonia – Fiji, French Guiana – 

Caracas/Brasilia AMHS links are in operation.  New AMHS links are planned for French Antigua –

Trinidad/Tobago and La Réunion – Madagascar/Maurice. To meet ICAO Annex 3 recommendations, 

AMHS connections with Meteorological switches are scheduled to allow for IWXXM data exchanges. 

CADAS terminals have been used operationally in New Caledonia for air traffic control purposes since 

2017, superseding the legacy terminals, and are planned to be deployed in the remaining territories.   

Frequentis and DSNA have been working together for many years, with Frequentis most recently 

providing its voice communication system, VCS3020X, to the Functional Airspace Block Europe Central 

(FABEC) project, aiming at replacing the main and back-up VCS in DSNA’s five French ACCs. 

“The Frequentis Comsoft AMHS system has now been successfully installed at five locations and will 

enhance message handling capability for DSNA’s overseas territories, ensuring enhanced 

communication.”, says Thomas Hoffmann, Frequentis Comsoft Managing Director. 
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About FREQUENTIS 

Frequentis, headquartered in Vienna, is an international supplier of communication and information systems for control 
centres with safety-critical tasks. Such 'control centre solutions' are developed and marketed by Frequentis in the 
business sectors Air Traffic Management (civil and military air traffic control, air defence) and Public Safety & Transport 
(police, fire brigade, ambulance services, shipping, railways). As a global player, Frequentis operates a worldwide 
network of branches, subsidiaries and local representatives in more than 50 countries.  

Products and solutions from Frequentis can be found in over 30,000 operator working positions and in approximately 140 
countries. Founded in 1947, Frequentis considers itself to be the global market leader in voice communication systems 
for air traffic control with a market share of around 30%. In addition, the Frequentis Group's AIM (aeronautical 
information management) and AMHS (aeronautical message handling) systems, as well as GSM-R systems for Public 
Transport are industry leading global solutions.  

The shares of Frequentis AG are traded on the Vienna and Frankfurt Stock Exchange under the ticker symbol FQT 
(ISIN: ATFREQUENT09). In 2019, the Frequentis Group had about 1,850 employees worldwide and generated revenues 
of EUR 303.6 million and EBIT of EUR 17.2 million. 

 

About FREQUENTIS Comsoft 

Frequentis Comsoft was founded by Frequentis in 2016 from major assets of the previous Comsoft GmbH, established in 
1979. Its expertise covers a vast proportion of the modern ATM industry. 

The Frequentis Comsoft team is also a turnkey integrator of the EUROCONTROL ARTAS systems offering a 
comprehensive and field-proven ARTAS service portfolio to Air Traffic Service providers within EUROCONTROL 
member states but also world-wide. 

 

For more information, please visit www.frequentis.com  

Jennifer McLellan, Public Relations, Frequentis AG, 
jennifer.mclellan@frequentis.com, +44 2030 050 188 
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